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Contents of This Release
DTCC has enhanced the Connect™ middleware service by continuing to focus on improvements to the user
experience and increased workflow efficiency.
This release incorporates enhancements to the Sweeper Status tab on the Connect user interface. The Sweeper
Status tab now identifies sweeper rules that did not finish to completion.
DTCC has also added the ability for users to request an updated CTM™ trade status on demand through the Connect
user interface if the status appears to be stale.
This document outlines the new/additional features included in the Connect enhancement release. DTCC encourages
clients to test this release and return any feedback on testing results.
Where applicable, the features described in this document apply to the Trade Management, Settlements Management,
Pass-Through, and Confirm Management modules.

Sweeper Status Tab Enhancements
The Sweeper Status tab (Figure 1) is an historical view for all sweeper rules that run for Connect clients who use the
Sweeper Rule functionality.

Figure 1 Sweeper Status Tab
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Enhancements have been made to the Sweeper Status tab to display and highlight any rules that have not finished to
completion (Figure 2). The Sweeper Status tab also continues to display rules that have run for a client, with a rolling 48
hours of data. This change assists clients with quicker and accurate sweeper rule research using the Connect user
interface.

Figure 2 Sweeper Status Tab with Rules that did not Complete

Requesting an Updated CTM Trade Status
Users can request an updated CTM trade status on demand from the Connect user interface if the status on Connect
appears to be stale.
This procedure outlines the steps users can take on the Connect user interface to retrieve the latest status for CTM
eligible trades from the CTM service. Users have the ability to simultaneously select up to 25 CTM-eligible trades.
1. Update trades to latest Match Agree Status from the CTM service.
a. Select the appropriate mailbox on the Connect user interface: Block Unmatched / Block Mismatched / Block
Matched / Allocations Mismatched.
b. Use the Select All button to select all trades in the mailbox, or multi-select desired trades, then click Amend
(Figure 3).

Figure 3 Select Trades
c. Click Submit (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Submit Trades
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d. Click OK to confirm the Multi-Select Amend action (Figure 5).

Figure 5 Confirm Multi-Select
If the latest status in the CTM service is Matched, the result in the Connect service will be the trades reflecting a
Matched status. (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Matched Status in the Connect Service
Note
If a trade was already swept and there have been changes made to the trade before Amending, a new
Outbound ISF (SWIFT) will be generated. If there are no changes on the trade, no additional Outbound ISF
will be sent, the trade status will be updated and continue forward in the workflow. Amended trades will be
“in flight” until the update is processed and the trades move to the Complete mailbox. (Figure 7).

Figure 7 Previously Swept Trades
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2. Update a trade to the latest Mismatched Status from the CTM service [Single Trade].
a. Select the appropriate mailbox on the Connect user interface: Block Unmatched / Block Mismatched / Block
Matched / Allocations Mismatched.
b. Select any desired allocation and click Amend (Figure 8).

Figure 8 Amend Allocation
c. Add a Comment in the Secondary Allocation Data section (Figure 9) and press Save and Exit (Figure 10).

Figure 9 Add Comment

Figure 10 Save and Exit
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d. Click Submit (Figure 11).

Figure 11 Submit
If the latest status in the CTM service is Mismatched, the result in the Connect service will be the trades
reflecting a Allocations Mismatched status (Figure 12).

Figure 12 Result of Mismatches
Note
If a trade was already swept and there have been changes made to the trade before Amending, a new
Outbound ISF (SWIFT) will be generated. If there are no changes on the trade, no additional Outbound ISF
will be sent, the trade status will be updated and continue forward in the workflow. Amended trades will be “in
flight” until the update is processed and the trade moves to the Allocations Mismatched mailbox.

System Infrastructure and Performance Improvements
This release includes many non-client facing and other enhancements to the Connect service. To remain compliant with
various internal audit requirements and compliance guidelines, this release also includes improvements and upgrades to
infrastructure and to overall efficiency.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and training in the DTCC Learning Center, go to:
l
l
l
l

Institutional Trade Processing → Connect
Institutional Trade Processing → CTM
Institutional Trade Processing → OASYS
Institutional Trade Processing → TradeSuite ID
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Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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